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MODELLING OF SUPERCRITICAL TURBULENT FLOW
OVER TRANSVERSAL RIBS IN AN OPEN CHANNEL

Jaromı́r Př́ıhoda*, Jan Šulc**, Milan Sedlář***, Pavel Zub́ık**

Modelling of supercritical turbulent flow in an open channel with transversal ribs
on its bottom was concentrated particularly on the development of flow separation
behind ribs and on the corresponding changes of free surface. Further, the pressure
drag of individual ribs was investigated including its dependence on the rib spacing,
as well as the origin of secondary flow near the side walls of the channel behind ribs.
Numerical results obtained by the software ANSYS CFX 11.0 were compared with
experiments carried out by means of LDA and PIV techniques in free-surface water
channel 200×200 mm with one or two transversal ribs 10×10 mm with various spacing.

Keywords : turbulent flow in open channels, flow over obstacles, numerical and ex-
perimental modelling

1. Introduction

Wall roughness considerably influences flows in nearly all engineering and environmen-
tal applications. Wall roughness increases friction losses on one hand but on the other
hand intensifies momentum and heat transfer. Besides distributed wall roughness given by
manufacturing technique (concrete walls) and/or by the influence of operating conditions
(corrosion, erosion), rough surface is often formed by obstacles on channel walls for intensi-
fication of heat transfer e.g. in cooling channels of gas turbine blades or for retardation of
water discharged from impounding reservoirs.

Turbulent flow in open channels with transversal ribs on their bottom was modelled
experimentally and as well numerically but for subcritical flow conditions only, see e.g. Chára
and Hořeńı [2], Hořeńı and Chára [4], Tachie and Adane [10], Agelinchaab and Tachie [1].
This contribution deals with the experimental and numerical modelling of supercritical flow
over one or two transversal ribs on the bottom of an open channel.

A part of experimental results was published by Šulc et al. [9] and Zub́ık [11]. Some
preliminary simulations using software FLUENT have been made by Sládek and Př́ıhoda [7]
and by Sládek et al. [8]. This article is an extended version of the contribution of Př́ıhoda
et al. [6] presented at the Engineering Mechanics Conference 2008 in Svratka.

2. Experimental arrangement

The test apparatus for the experimental investigation of turbulent flow in an open channel
with ribs was formed by a straight channel of constant cross-section 0.2×0.2m with the
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length 4.475m and with the slope of the bottom α = 4.77 %. The test open channel was
linked to the water tank with a pump driven by a motor equipped with a frequency converter.
The pump with the maximum flow rate of Q = 7.2 m3/min. enabled the maximum speed in
the channel of 3m/s. The overall view of the water channel is given in Fig. 1. The channel
was made of transparent plastic material allowing the use of contactless optical measuring
techniques. To stabilize the inflow rate, a wire mesh screens and a honeycomb were installed
at the entry of the straight inflow part. One or two transversal ribs of the square cross-section
b×b = 10×10mm were placed at the channel bottom with spacing t = 60; 100 and 200mm.
The distance of the first rib from the channel entry was 1.165m.

The measurement of the overcritical flow was carried out for the mean bulk velocity
Um = 2.3m/s and for the initial height of the water level h = 0.046m, i.e. for the Reynolds
number Reb = Um b/ν = 25500 and the Froudé number Fr = Um/(gh)1/2 = 3.42 .

Two contactless optical methods for velocity field measurement have been used – the
plane laser anemometry (Particle Image Velocimetry) for measurements of the velocity field
in selected channel sections, and the point laser anemometry (Laser Doppler Anemometry)
for measurements of one and/or two velocity components in selected points of the flow field.

The LDA instrument consisted of an argon laser manufactured by Ion Laser Technology
– model 5500A with maximum power of 300mW, and of the optical system DISA 55X for
two component measurements by the reflex light method, including two channel proces-
sor DANTEC type FVA. At each measuring point, 20 000 measured samples were taken
at irregular sampling frequency within the range of 200 to 1 200Hz, in accordance to the
real flow conditions and particle density. The extended uncertainty guess of flow velocity
determination at reliability level of 95% was less than 5%.

For the PIV measurement a double pulse laser type Nd:YAG made by New Wave Re-
search, of the Gemini type PIV system with adjustable sampling frequency within 0 and
15Hz, and the recording camera DANTEC Double Image with 768×484 pixels resolution
were used. The central control unit DANTEC system HUB ensured the proper synchro-
nization of all measuring system elements. In each of selected sections, series of 30 to 65
instantaneous states of flow fields were recorded with a sampling frequency of mostly 5Hz,
sporadically also 15Hz. The extended uncertainty guess of recorded local velocity in the
measured flow field, at reliability level of 95%, was less than 15%.

Fig.1: Overall view of the water open channel with one rib
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The sketch of the geometrical arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The whole length of the
investigated region was 1.2m. This region starts in the distance of 0.5m before the first rib
where boundary conditions for the numerical simulation were examined in detail using the
PIV method. In this cross-section, velocity profiles were recorded using the LDA method as
well. At the chosen mean bulk velocity, the turbulence level in the stream core was about
2–2.5%. The PIV measurements were taken at vertical and horizontal planes parallel with
the channel axis with the aim to determine the general view of the flow with separation
and secondary flows behind the first rib as well. In the vertical symmetry plane, profiles of
mean and fluctuation longitudinal velocities were determined by the LDA method at selected
sections x = const.

Fig.2: Sketch of the geometrical arrangement of the open channel with two ribs

3. Numerical simulation

The numerical simulation of the supercritical flow over ribs in an open channel was carried
out by means of the commercial software ANSYS CFX 11.0 solving Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations including the gravity effect. The Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) method
was used for the solution of free-surface flow. The VOF method is based on the monitoring
of the volume fraction αi of both fluids in the each computational cell. The free surface is
determined as the interface where αwater = αair = 0.5 is valid.

The two-equation turbulence models – especially standard k-ε turbulence model and the
k-ε/k-ω SST model according to Menter [5] taking into account the turbulent shear stress
transport – were tested, particularly their ability to describe the separation region behind
ribs and the form of the free surface. Secondary flow in horizontal planes behind the rib
near the side wall of the channel was followed as well. A second-order scheme was used for
calculations. The scheme reduced to the first order near discontinuities of the boundary.
The computational domain constitutes one half of the channel width, i.e. the symmetrical
boundary condition is applied in the symmetry plane (z = 0).

According to the initial height of the free surface 0.046m, the height of the computation
domain 0.15m was chosen. A structured multi-block type grid refined near walls and in the
region of free surface was used. The detail of the computational grid for the channel with
two ribs is shown in Fig. 3. The computational grid consists of 3 or 4 blocks for case of
1 or 2 ribs respectively and includes about 1–1.25×106 grid points depending on the spacing
of ribs. For each configuration of ribs, the topology and refinement of the grid were adapted
to the shape of free surface obtained by the first preliminary calculation. Values of first
non-dimensional distance y+ from the bottom and ribs moved from 0.5 to 24.
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Fig.3: Detail of the computational grid for the open channel with two ribs

While the k-ε model uses standard wall functions, boundary conditions at the wall in the
SST model are prescribed depending on the mesh density either in form of wall functions or
by automatic switch to the low-Reynolds-number formulation, see Grotjans and Menter [3].
The distributions of mean velocity, turbulent energy, and dissipation rate were prescribed
as inflow boundary conditions according to experimental data. According to value of the
Froudé number, the mean value of static pressure was prescribed as the outflow boundary
condition (so called supercritical boundary condition). The open-boundary condition was
applied at the upper boundary.

4. Results

The analysis of the experimental and numerical results was concentrated mainly on the
development of flow separation behind ribs and on the corresponding changes of free surface.
Further, the pressure drag of individual ribs was investigated including its dependence on
the rib spacing, as well as the origin of secondary flow near the side walls of the channel
behind ribs.

Fig. 4 shows mean velocity profiles in the symmetry plane for two ribs with spacing
t = 100mm. Velocity profiles obtained by means of the k-ε model (full line) and by the
SST model (dashed line) are compared with experimental data from PIV technique. The
agreement of calculated and measured velocity profiles is quite good. The predicted re-
laxation of the separated shear layer behind the rib is rather slower and so the numerical
simulation gives a greater extent of the separation region. The k-ε model gives surprisingly
better results than the SST model which was however proposed to refine the prediction of
decelerating flows with possible separation due to adverse pressure gradient.

The flow separation at the upper wall of the first rib extends practically to the second
rib for spacing t = 60 and 100mm. The length of the separated region behind first rib
is approximately x/b ∼ 8 for t = 200mm and corresponds to the separation behind the
backward facing step. Simultaneously, a sharp increase of the free surface occurs due to
presence of ribs. The extent of the separation region behind the second rib is much shorter
and it is influenced by the ‘forcing’ effect of the free surface returning gradually into the
initial state.
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Fig.4: Mean velocity profiles in the channel with two ribs and spacing
t = 100 mm (full line – k-ε model; dashed line – SST model)

Fig.5: Mean velocity profiles behind the single rib (full
line – k-ε model; dashed line – SST model)
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The difference between mean velocities measured by the LDA a PIV technique is really
small in regions of attached flow but the LDA technique gives in flow with separation mean
velocities slightly higher – the difference reaches up to 8% as can be seen in Fig. 5.

Profiles of turbulent energy k determined by means of k-ε model and the SST model in
the middle plane of the channel are compared in Fig. 6 with profiles of longitudinal velocity
fluctuations u2 achieved by the one-component PIV measurement. Although the direct com-
parison of longitudinal velocity fluctuation and turbulent energy is not possible, the accor-
dance of measured and computed position of the maximum of turbulent energy is very well
apparent. A sharp increase of turbulent energy occurs at the separation with a maximum
at the upper boundary of reverse flow. Further downstream of the first rib, the maximum of
turbulent energy lies in the outer shear flow. An illustrative picture of the turbulent energy
distribution in the symmetry plane of the channel between both ribs is given in Fig. 7 for
various spacing of ribs. Numerical results were obtained using the k-ε model.

Fig.6: Profiles of turbulent energy k and longitudinal velocity fluctua-

tion u2 in the open channel with two ribs and spacing t = 100 mm
(full line – k-ε model; dashed line – SST model)

The form of the free surface in the channel with one rib is shown in Fig. 8a. The picture
was obtained as the mean value of 50 images. The free surface obtained by numerical
simulation is given in Fig. 8b as the distribution of the volume fraction of water αwater = 0.5
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Fig.7: Distribution of turbulent energy k in the symmetry plane
of the open channel a) one rib; b) two ribs, t = 60 mm;
c) two ribs, t = 100 mm; d) two ribs, t = 200 mm

Fig.8: Flow in the open channel with one rib

in the symmetry plane of the channel. Results of the k-ε model are shown by the full line
while the ones of the SST model by the dashed line. Experimental results are shown by
dotted lines. Further, the extent of separation region behind the rib obtained by experiment
and by numerical simulation is compared in Fig. 8b as well. The length of the separation
region behind a single rib is approximately xs/b ≈ 8.7 . Similarly as in other configurations,
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the response of the numerical simulation to sudden change (occurrence of obstacles) is rather
slower than in experiments.

The form of free surface in the channel with two ribs and spacing t = 100mm is shown
in Fig. 9. Identically as in Fig. 8, numerical results are compared with experimental data
obtained as the mean value of 50 images. Numerical simulation gives a smaller rise of free
surface over the first rib and a slower return to the free surface of the non-disturbed flow
behind the second rib. It follows from the slower relaxation of fluid flow in numerical simu-
lation, as it can be seen from profiles of longitudinal mean velocity and velocity fluctuation
given in Figs. 4 and 6.

Obr.9: Flow in the open channel with two ribs

The detail of the mean velocity field behind the first rib is given in Fig. 10 for the channel
with two ribs and spacing t = 60mm. A small counter-rotating vortex can be seen near
the bottom just behind the rib. This vortex is better visible in numerical simulation by
means of the SST model than by the k-ε model. Surprisingly, the intensity of this vortex
is not constant across the width of the channel. The maximum intensity of the vortex is
approximately in one-fourth of the channel width.

Fig.10: Detail of mean velocity field behind the first rib in the middle
plane of the channel with two ribs and spacing t = 60 mm

Mean velocity field between ribs in the plane parallel to the channel bottom at the
height y = 2mm above the bottom is shown in Fig.11. Because of the chosen computational
domain, the picture shows one half of the channel width. The secondary vortex behind the
rib near the channel side wall is well apparent in experimental and numerical results as well.
The SST model gives a somewhat more noticeable secondary movement than the k-ε model.
The similar vortex can be seen behind the backward facing step. According to experimental
results the vortex structure behind the rib is more complex because four vortices can been
recognised across the channel near the rib.
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Fig.11: Mean velocity vectors in the plane 2 mm
above the channel bottom (t = 100 mm)

Fig.12: Variation of the drag coefficient with rib spacing

Further, the drag of individual ribs given by the pressure difference on the front and
back side of a rib was determined from numerical simulations. The drag coefficient is given
by the relation cd = 2 Δp/(� U2

m) where Δp is the mean value of the pressure difference on
the front and back side of a rib and Um is the bulk velocity. The dependence of the drag
coefficient cd of both ribs on their spacing is given in Fig. 12. For small spacing, the second
rib lies in the wake of the first one and the pressure force can be oriented upstream. The
drag of both ribs approaches the value determined for flow with one rib (dotted lines).

5. Conclusions

The analysis of the supercritical flow in an open channel with ribs on its bottom was con-
centrated mainly on the development of flow separation behind ribs and on the corresponding
changes of free surface. Further, the pressure drag of individual ribs was investigated in-
cluding its dependence on the rib spacing, as well as the origin of secondary flow near the
side walls of the channel behind ribs.

The numerical simulation of the supercritical flow over one or two transversal ribs carried
out by means of the commercial software ANSYS CFX 11.0 gives a quite good agreement
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with experimental data. An acceptable agreement of mean velocity and turbulent char-
acteristic was achieved using two-equation turbulence models, even though the numerical
simulation gives a smaller rise of free surface over the first rib and a slower return to the free
surface of the non-disturbed flow behind the second rib. The common lack of two-equation
turbulence models is a slow relaxation of shear layer after separation. It results in the greater
extent of the separation region with an adequate form of predicted free surface.

Numerical results allowed the estimation of the effect of the rib arrangement on the
pressure drag of ribs. The dependence of the pressure drag on the rib spacing can be
used for the optimal arrangement of ribs used for the retardation of water discharged from
impounding reservoirs.
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